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Abstract
Several Representations and Coding schemes have been proposed to
represent efficiently 2D triangulations. In this paper we propose a new
practical approach to reduce the main memory space needed to repre-
sent an arbitrary triangulation, while maintaining constant time for some
basic queries. This work focuses on the connectivity information of the
triangulation, rather than the geometric information (vertex coordinates),
since the combinatorial data represents the main part of the storage. The
main idea is to gather triangles into patches, to reduce the number of
pointers by eliminating the internal pointers in the patches and reducing
the multiple references to vertices. To accomplish this, we define and use
stable catalogs of patches that are closed under basic standard update
operations such as insertion and deletion of vertices, and edge flips. We
present some bounds and results concerning special catalogs, and some
experimental results that exhibits the practical gain of such methods.

1 Introduction
The triangulation is the basic data structure in a large spectrum of applica-
tion domains, ranging from geometric modeling, to finite elements and inter-
polation schemes. This data structure has been widely studied from different points
of view, and several schemes have been recently proposed for representing tri-
angular meshes. One can use classical Half-Edge-Based representation[10], in
which the triangulation is perceived as a set of half-edges. Each half-edge is
represented at least with one of its incident vertices, the opposite half-edge,
and the previous (or the next) half-edge in the same incident face. Moreover,
each vertex stores a reference to an incident half-edge, which yields a global
storage cost of $19n$ references for a triangulation of $n$ vertices. In the Face-
Based representation[3], the key objects represented in the triangulation are its
faces (triangles). Each face maintains references to its three vertices, and to its
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three neighbors. In addition, each vertex maintains a reference of an incident face, hence representing a triangulation with \( n \) vertices requires \( 13n \) references. These structures allow an efficient navigation over the triangulation: standard adjacency queries (visiting neighbors), and incident queries (testing incidence between faces, edges and vertices), are all supported in \( O(1) \) time.

From the encoding point of view, many solutions have been developed for compression purpose, mainly for triangular meshes. In this case, the triangulation is just implicitly encoded (hence there is no actual data structure), and there does not exist an efficient way to access to the stored data without uncompressing the whole code. From the information theory point of view, we know that representing an arbitrary planar triangulation requires 3.24 \( bpv \) (bits per vertex), and a linear time optimal encoding has been recently introduced\[13\] by Poulalhon and Schaeffer. On the practical side, several efficient compression schemes have been proposed, achieving very interesting bit rates, especially in the case of regular meshes\[1\]. Beyond the usual representation schemes (Half-Edge based and Face based), some compact representations were proposed to reduce the memory cost. Star vertices\[9\] is proposed by Kallmann and Thalmann. It is a Vertex-Based representation: each vertex handles a list of all of its adjacent vertices (the vertex stores the size of this list), resulting in \( 6n \) references plus \( n \) integers (sizes of lists) to represent the whole triangulation. However, the internal structure no longer has an explicit representation of faces, and queries cost time is proportional to the degree of the involved vertex. In a recent work \[7\], Gurung and Rossignac recently propose a new compact data structure for triangle meshes requiring \( 6n \) references: their approach is based on the Corner Table representation and exploits a reordering of the triangles. This makes their structure essentially static and, moreover, the access operator to vertices requires more than constant time (the time is proportional to the degree of a vertex). Blandford et al.\[2\] proposed a compact data structure for representing simplicial meshes, requiring in practice 40 \( bpf \) (bits per face). The representation does admit an Edge-based or Vertex-based representation, providing basic update operations and standard local navigation between triangles (performing these operations takes \( O(1) \) time for the case of meshes with bounded vertex degree). To gain in memory, difference vertex labels are used.

Figure 1: Representing triangulations using stable catalogs gathers triangles into patches to reduce multiple references: leftmost: The basic triangulation; middle: The same triangulation coded using Quad-Triangle catalog; rightmost: The same triangulation coded using 3-patches catalog.
instead of real pointers, and a preprocessing step consisting of relabelling vertices, for reducing the differences, is needed. This approach takes advantage of properties of graphs with small separators and require some assumptions on the input data.

Paper’s contribution

In previous papers, we have proposed an optimal way of representing a triangulation of \( n \) points using \( 3.24 \) \( n \) bits\[5, 6\], with an additional storage which is asymptotically negligible (in the case of a triangulation of a topological sphere; for the triangulation bounded by a polygon of arbitrary size the cost is 2.17 bits per triangle). The idea is to gather triangles in tiny patches of size between \( \frac{\log n}{12} \) and \( \frac{\log n}{4} \), and to introduce a graph of patches to describe adjacency relations between them. Each patch is then represented by a reference to a catalog, consisting of all different tiny patches of size less than \( \frac{\log n}{4} \). The whole size of all references to the catalog gives the dominant term of 3.24 \( bpv \), while the representation of the graph of patches requires a negligible amount of space. Unfortunately this negligible term is of the form \( O \left( \frac{n \log \log n}{\log n} \right) \) with some non-negligible constant which makes the approach essentially of theoretical interest. Nevertheless, the general idea is interesting and can be used in practice with some simplifications and this is the object of the present paper, which presents some non-asymptotic results based on the two following remarks:

1– Even if not negligible, the incidence graph of patches is still smaller than the incidence graph of original triangles, allowing to reduce the memory requirements.

2– \( \frac{\log n}{12} \) is very small (\( \frac{\log 70 \text{billions}}{12} = 4 \)) it would be interesting to study in detail the composition of small fixed catalogs suitable for our purpose.

In the sequel we propose some catalogs and evaluate in detail the amount of storage needed for representing triangulations using this approach. The implementation shows that the expected improvements are actually obtained in practice.

2 Definitions

A Catalog \( C \) is a collection \( \{t_1, \ldots, t_p\} \) of planar triangulations with a simple boundary of arbitrary size, called patches (the \( t_i \) are called tiny triangulations in previous papers\[5, 6\]). A stable catalog for a given operation is a catalog, where the result of each update operation applied to a triangulation formed by one or several patches of the catalog is either included in the catalog, or decomposable (within a restricted neighborhood) to some elements of the catalog. The interest of such a catalog is that a triangulation \( T \) could be represented with a disjoint union of patches in \( C \): \( T = \bigcup_{j \in J} t_{j_i} \) (\( 1 \leq j_i \leq p \)). Examples of stable catalogs are shown in Figure 2. A catalog \( C \) is minimal if no patch \( t_i \) can be obtained as the disjoint union of other patches in \( C \).

In this paper, we aim to support the insertion/deletion of degree-3 vertices and the edge flip as update operations.

Now one may ask, given a parameter \( k \), how to find a minimal catalog \( C \) whose patches have each at least \( k \) triangles. We may proceed as follows:
Figure 2: Five stable catalogs for the elementary operations: insertion and deletion of degree-3 vertex and edge flip. (1) The trivial catalog with only one triangle \( C_1 \) (2) Triangle-Quad catalog \( C'_1 \) (3) The minimal catalog with at least 2 triangles/patch \( C_2 \) (4) A non-minimal catalog with at least 2 triangles/patch \( C'_2 \) (5) The minimal catalog with at least 3 triangles/patch \( C_3 \).

Firstly, the catalog should contain all of the patches with \( k \) triangles. Also, it includes all of the combinations with between \( k + 1 \) and \( 2k - 1 \) triangles, since there is no way to represent a triangulation containing less than \( 2k - 1 \) triangles with only patches of \( k \) triangles. Then, we have to investigate all of the configurations produced when applying an update operation on the patches of the catalog. Whenever we obtain a configuration that is not decomposable into elements of the catalog \( \mathcal{C} \), we add it to \( \mathcal{C} \).

3 Simple Catalogs

In this section we present some simple catalogs, provided with upper bounds on the memory requirements of our structure, based on basic combinatorial assumptions. The first trivial catalog \( C_1 \) is just composed of one triangulation having a single triangle and yields to the usual representation using 13\( n \) references.

3.1 The Triangle-quad catalog

The first non-trivial catalog \( C'_1 \) is composed of two basic elements: triangles and quadrangles. It is clear that \( C'_1 \) is stable for the update operations considered above, but not minimal.

The triangulation is then represented by two sets, one storing the list of triangles, and one for the quads. The triangle representation remains unchanged: 6 references are required (3 for vertices and 3 for neighbors). For each quadrangle only 4 references to vertices and 4 to neighbors are needed, which makes save 2 references over each triangle converted into a quadrangle. The way of a
quad is triangulated may be implicitly represented by numbering the vertices in the quad, i.e. by convention the quad diagonal always join vertices 1 and 3.

The gain in space is then proportional to the number of constructed quadrangles. The maximum we can obtain is $9n$ references for a triangulation of $n$ points (for a quadrangulation). However, it is not always feasible to construct a triangulation only with quadrangles.

3.1.1 Static representation

In the static case we assume that the triangulation is entirely constructed: it only remains to get a partition into patches (as triangles and quads), as required by our scheme. Several approaches have been proposed to convert triangulations to quadrangulations\cite{8, 14}, or create a quadrangulation from an input set of points\cite{15}. In general, there is no obvious way to guarantee that an arbitrary triangulation could be converted to a quadrangulation. This is even impossible in some cases (when the size of the boundary is odd for example\cite{4}). Nevertheless, it is always possible to convert a triangulation of a topological sphere to a quadrangulation, since Petersen’s theorem\cite{12} guarantees that each 3-regular bridgeless connected graph has a complete matching. Using this theorem on the dual graph gives that all triangles can be gathered in quadrangles.

3.1.2 Dynamic representation

In the dynamic case we allow update operations on the triangulation, namely vertex insertion/deletion and edge flip. To keep the update time constant, we require that the subdivision of patches is decided locally which prevents us from using the static result.

**Lemma 1** Let be $T$ a planar triangulation with $n$ vertices. Then an explicit Face-based representation using triangles and quads requiring less than $10.6n$ references can be maintained dynamically.

**Proof.** We may assume we are given a decomposition of $T$ such that there is no pair of adjacent triangles (since adjacent triangles can be gathered to form a quadrangle). This property can easily be maintained under the update operations, indeed after each update, we verify locally the neighbors of each involved triangle and if another triangle is found we create a quad (more details can be found in \cite{11}).

Let $t$ and $q$ denote respectively the number of triangles and quadrangles in the decomposition of $T$, and $b$ denote the number of edges on the boundary. The total number of original triangles in $T$ is

$$2n - b - 2 = t + 2q.$$  

(1)

The number edges of $T$ is known to be $3n - b - 3$ so

$$3n - b - 3 = e_{int} + e_{tr/quad} + e_{quad/quad}$$  

(2)

where $e_{int}$ is the number of edges internal to a quadrangle (diagonals), $e_{tr/quad}$ is the number of edges shared by quadrangles and triangles, and $e_{quad/quad}$ is
the number of edges shared by two quads; since triangles are not adjacent, there is no other kind of edges. We have \( e_{int} = q \) and \( e_{tr/quad} = 3t \), thus

\[
e_{quad/quad} = 3n - 3t - q - 3 - b \geq 0.
\] (3)

Using 1 and 3, we get the following:

\[
q > \frac{3}{5}n - \frac{2}{5}b + \frac{3}{5}.
\] (4)

That means that we have at most \( \frac{4}{5}n - \frac{1}{5}b - \frac{6}{5} \) triangles. When the boundary size is small compared to \( n \), the triangulation can be represented with about \( \frac{2}{5}n = 10.6n \) references, instead of \( 13n \) in the basic representation, inducing a saving of 19%.

### 3.1.3 On the size of references

In the classical representation there are \( 2n \) triangles and \( n \) vertices; hence, a vertex reference needs \( \log n \) bits and a triangle reference \( 1 + \log n \) bits. For neighboring relation between triangles, we may want to add to the reference an index in \( \{0, 1, 2\} \) to be able to find easily the reciprocal references; this yields to an \( 3 + \log n \) bits cost per reference. For a triangulation represented with the triangle/quad catalog described above, we have \( t \leq \frac{4}{5}n \) and \( q \leq n \); hence, a triangle or quad reference use \( \log n \) bits, but we must add to it one bit to decide if it is a triangle or a quad, and 2 bits for the reciprocal references as previously. All together a face reference cost \( 3 + \log n \) bits in both cases.

### 3.2 Catalog with at least 2-triangles per patch

#### 3.2.1 Stable catalog

First, we consider the minimal catalog \( C_2 \) with at least 2 triangles per patch. This catalog is drawn in Fig. 2. In a representation using \( C_2 \), it is plain to observe that the number of patches is at most \( n \) and that we save at least two references per triangle going from the usual \( 13n \) references to \( 9n \) references and saving 31% of the memory.

**Lemma 2** Let be \( T \) a planar triangulation with \( n \) vertices. Then an explicit face-based representation using the minimal stable catalog \( C_2 \) requiring less than \( 8.5n \) references can be maintained dynamically.

**Proof.** We may assume we are given a decomposition of \( T \) such that there is no quadrangle adjacent to more than two other quadrangles.

In fact, if a quadrangle is adjacent to three other quadrangles, two of them have to be incident to a vertex reached by a diagonal (Fig 3). Hence, we can construct a pentagon using these quadrangles.

This property can be easily maintained under the update operations. Indeed, after each update, we verify locally the neighbors of each involved quadrangle and construct the maximum number of pentagons we can do.

Let \( q, p \) and \( h \) denote respectively the number of quadrangles, pentagons, and hexagons in the decomposition of \( T \), and \( b \) denote the number of edges on
Figure 3: Pentagons can be constructed when a quadrangle has two adjacent quadrangles incident to a vertex reached by a diagonal.

the boundary. To obtain the worst storage case, we consider that there is no hexagon in the triangulation. The total number of triangles is

$$2n - b - 2 = 2q + 3p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The number of edges is known to be $3n$, and is equal to

$$3n - b - 3 = e_{\text{int}} + e_{\text{quad/quad}} + e_{\text{rem}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $e_{\text{int}}$ is the number of edges internal to the quadrangles and pentagons, (diagonals) ; and $e_{\text{rem}}$ is the sum of the edges shared by the pentagons and those between pentagons and quads.

Since there are not three quadrangles adjacent to the same quadrangle, $e_{\text{quad/quad}}$ is bounded by $2q/2$, and hence $e_{\text{rem}}$ is at least $2q$, thus :

$$e_{\text{rem}} = 3n - 2q - 2p - b - 3 \geq 2q.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Using 5 and 7, we get

$$p > \frac{1}{4}n - \frac{1}{4}b - \frac{1}{4}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

That means that we have at most $\frac{5}{11}n$ quadrangles. On the other hand, we have at least $\frac{4}{11}n$ pentagons, which yields, in the worst case, a storage cost of $\frac{9}{11}n = 8.27n$, corresponding to a gain of 36% over the basic representation (using the same counting argument as before).

3.2.2 Other catalog

An alternative is to use catalog $C'_2$ described on Fig. 2 which is not minimal. In a way similar to what we have done with $C_1$, we can require that two quads are not adjacent. This is feasible since any two adjacent quadrangles can be converted into a hexagon. In this case (assuming that there is no hexagons in the worst case) we cannot get more than $\frac{2}{8}n$ quadrangles. On the other hand, we have at least $\frac{4}{11}n$ pentagons, which yields, in the worst case, a storage cost of $\frac{9}{11}n = 8.27n$, corresponding to a gain of 36% over the basic representation (using the same counting argument as before).

3.2.3 On the size of references

For $C'_2$ there is less than $\frac{1}{2}n$ faces of each kind, and thus $-1 + \log n$ bits to refer to a face. We need some additional bits to distinguish the kind of the neighbor
(quad, pentagon or hexagon) and the index of the edge of it. Thus we have
4 + 5 + 6 = 15 cases which can be distinguished with 3 bits yielding again to a
face reference of $3 + \log n$ bits. For $C_2$ the number of quads is less under control
and we need to use $4 + \log n$ bits per face reference.

### 3.3 Minimal catalog with at least 3-triangles per package

Fig. 2 shows the minimal stable catalog $C_3$ for the update operations with no
less than three triangles per patch. This catalog contains triangulations having
between 3 and 7 triangles, whose boundary has size between 5 and 9. Heps-
tagons, octagons and enneagons are represented respectively with 14, 20 and 24
references. This produces respectively gains of $\frac{16}{5}$, $\frac{10}{3}$ and $\frac{24}{7}$ over each triangle
converted into one of these patches. The worst case cost for this catalog occurs
when all the patches are pentagons. In this case, the global storage cost of
the triangulation is $\frac{23}{n} = 7.67n$ references, which is equivalent to 41% gain in
memory space over the basic representation.

### 4 Experimental Results

We have implemented the trivial catalog $C_1$, the quad-triangle catalog $C'_1$, and
the minimal catalog including patches having at least 2 triangles per patch
$C_2$. The experimental results shown in Table 1 are obtained by computing the
Delaunay triangulation, from uniform random distributions of points, adopting
an incremental algorithm. The triangulation is built incrementally, and the
patches are created in the same way. The Delaunay property is maintained by
propagating flips from the new inserted point. An optimization step is performed
after each insertion operation for the two catalogs $C'_1$ and $C_2$: We look for
adjacent triangles to be converted into quadrangles for $C_1$, and for quadrangle
strips that could be converted into pentagons or hexagons, in order to reduce the
number of quadrangles and pentagon strips and thus to maximize the number
of hexagons, for $C_2$.

In term of software engineering, the use of catalogs to code triangulations
requires some intermediate levels between the storage level (containing the real
objects of the catalog which are elements of the catalog) and the user level (in
which only logical faces appear). In the case of $C_2$ catalog, the Triangulation
is a quadruple container: the first one is for vertices; the second one is for quad-
rangles; the third one is for pentagons; and the fourth one is for hexagons. At
a higher level, the user manipulates faces, that are triangles, without worrying
about the internal representation. These details affect the time processing of
the triangulation in both steps: construction and manipulation (more details
are given in [11]).

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new representation for triangulations inspired
from previous theoretical work[6]. We describe several catalogs of tiny patches
that are stable under relevant update operations which can be used as patterns
to recognize in the triangulation. This allows us to avoid representing the details
of the connectivity inside a patch (since they are common to all patches of
the same kind, and thus represented only once). The previous work[6] was theoretically optimal but quite far of a practical application since it was very complicated to implement and since the asymptotic optimal behavior is reached for highly unrealistic size of triangulation. This work gives practical analysis and experimental evidence that a simplified version of this work allows one to reduce significantly the storage needed allowing a trade-off between time and space needed by a triangulation.
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